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A ViSion Grounded  
in Science
Since founding Summit Public Schools in 2003, we have held ourselves accountable to a vision that 
every student should be equipped to lead a fulfilled life. We’ve worked in partnership with nationally-
acclaimed learning scientists, researchers, and academics to develop a model that supports this vision. 

We outline our school model and the science behind it in The Science of Summit, a groundbreaking 
white paper 15 years in the making. This publication, A Guide to The Science of Summit, is an 
introduction to the full report. Both reflect our effort to share what we believe about young people, the 
promise of public education, and principles for school design rooted in the science of learning.

Driving Student Success with Measurable Outcomes
Every single element of our model is grounded in what science tells us about how students learn 
best. We translate the science of learning into the intentional design of our schools to achieve student 
success in four outcomes: Cognitive Skills, Content Knowledge, Habits of Success, and Sense of 
Purpose. The following pages explore these outcomes in depth. 

http://www.summitlearning.org/research
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our frAmework for 
deSiGninG School 
models

The Aligned School Model Framework presents six steps for designing a school model that consistently 
and reliably predicts success for all students when implemented effectively. We used this framework to 
inform the design of our own model and hope it will be helpful for the greater education community.

This framework is critical to ensuring Summit Schools meet the needs of all students. 
We hope it can do the same for others across  
the nation and encourage our peers to use this 
framework to articulate their own  
school models.

In The Science of Summit, we introduce our framework for designing school models aligned to a 
school’s articulated purpose of education and grounded in evidence.

ThE 
AlIgNeD 
ScHoOl 
MoDeL 

FrAmEwOrK

Articulate 
values and 
realities.

Define the 
purpose of 
education.

Determine 
measurable 
outcomes.

Derive 
evidence- 
based 
principles.

Detail key 
design 
choices.

Assess 
alignment 
and 
coherence 
of design.

To see our framework in action,  

download The Science of Summit 

aT summiTlearninG.org/research.

http://www.summitlearning.org/research
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What are Cognitive Skills?
How do we design schools that empower students with transferable lifelong skills? Cognitive 
Skills — such as developing an argumentative claim, presenting a clear idea, and interpreting data — 
are essential for success in college and career. At Summit, we’ve identified 36 such skills.

Students spend the majority of time immersed in real-world projects that build multiple Cognitive  
Skills across grade levels and subject matter. Projects are built with a series of checkpoints for 
formative feedback and culminate in a performance-based assessment such as an essay, lab report,  
or presentation. 

coGnitive Skills
Essential and transferable lifelong skills

The Summit Learning Cognitive  
Skills Rubric is an assessment and instruction tool 
that outlines the continuum of 36 interdisciplinary, 
higher-order thinking skills (pictured here) that are 
necessary for college and career readiness.

Developed in collaboration with the Stanford Center 
for Assessment, Learning & Equity, May, 2017.
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Asking questions
Predicting/hypothesizing
Designing processes & 

procedures

Theme/central idea
Point of view/

purpose
Development

Structure
Word choice

Selecting relevant 
sources
Contextualizing 
sources
Synthesizing 
multiple 
sources

Identifying 
patterns & relationships
Comparing/contrasting

Making connections & inferences
Critiquing the reasoning of others 

Justifying/constructing an 
explanation

Interpreting data/
information

Modeling

Argumentative 
claim

Narrative
Counterclaims
Informational/ 

explanatory thesis
Selection of evidence

Explanation of evidence
Integration of evidence

Organization (transitions, 
cohesion, structure)

Introduction & conclusion

Discussion/contribution
Preparation

Norms/active listening

Style & langauge 
(tone, academic language, 

syntax)
Oral presentation

Multimedia in written production
Multimedia in oral presentation

Conventions
Precision

cOlLeGe & cArEeR rEaDiNeSs

coGnitive Skills  
for college and  
career reAdinesS

file:https://drive.google.com/file/u/1/d/0B41-MA1ZYh1fQzlrTHlsNmJFYjQ/view%3Fusp%3Dsharing
file:https://drive.google.com/file/u/1/d/0B41-MA1ZYh1fQzlrTHlsNmJFYjQ/view%3Fusp%3Dsharing
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coGnitive Skills in AcTion

36 CoGnItIvE 
SkIlLs

CoGnItIvE SkIlLs RuBrIc

ReAl-WoRlD
PrOjEcTs

CoNtEnT 
KnOwLeDgE 
ApPlIcAtIoN

MeNtOr GuIdAnCe

Students own their learning journey by setting goals, mastering content in their learning style, and  applying Content   
 Knowledge  during Project Time. Teachers support students with whole-group, small-group, and 1:1 instruction, intervention, 
and mentorship. 

Students spend the majority of class time immersed in  real-world projects  requiring Cognitive Skills. Projects culminate in 
a performance-based assessment such as an essay, lab report, or presentation. For example, students above are applying 
geometry and personal finance knowledge to design and budget for their dream home. In this project, they are developing 
multiple Cognitive Skills, such as the abilities to express ideas with precision and to use relevant, credible sources to support 
those ideas. The Summit Learning Platform houses more than 200 projects and includes a series of built-in checkpoints, or 
opportunities for formative feedback, from teachers, peers, and self.

Every project in the Summit curriculum assesses multiple Cognitive Skills. Our  Cognitive Skills Rubric  outlines 36 skills 
necessary for college and career readiness. Students hone these skills in every subject and grade level across multiple 
contexts, progressing along a continuum appropriate for their level of development. Seventy percent of a student’s grade is 
based on Cognitive Skill development, which is easily tracked in the Summit Learning Platform.

Students meet weekly with mentors to align daily actions with long-term goals and explore ways to further develop Cognitive 
Skills.  Mentor guidance  relates to students’ exploration of passions and their development of a Sense of Purpose.
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The Science of coGnitive Skills
The importance of students developing Cognitive Skills for success in school and  
life is rooted in research spanning almost 50 years (Piaget, 1969; Vygotsky, 1978). 
Learning science also indicates the importance of students taking an active role in their learning 
and having frequent opportunities to learn with and through others in order to build higher-
order thinking skills (Cohen & Lotan, 1994; De Corte, 2003). Furthermore, early research in 
the cognitive science and human development fields support designing curricula that provide 
multiple opportunities for practice and transfer of Cognitive Skills, across subject matter and 
grade levels, to promote long-term learning (Bruner, 1960).

1960
Jerome Bruner makes the case for a spiral curriculum 
that starts in early childhood 

1969
Jean Piaget details theintricate relationship between  
mental and physical growth development, from birth 
through adolescence

1991
Martin Haberman challenges urban educators to focus on 
creating a learning environment that fits the needs and nature 
of urban youth

1978
Lev Vygotsky emphasizes the essential role of social 
relationships in cognitive development

1994
Elizabeth Cohen and Rachel Lotan blend theory with effective 
teaching strategies for group work, emphasizing multiple ability and 
bilingual classrooms 

1998
Grant Wiggins advocates for and details performance-based 
assessment, focused on helping students improve

2001
Carol Ann Tomlinson collates field-tested and best practices for 
differentiated instruction in multiple ability classrooms

2003
Erik De Corte emphasizes the need for active learning experiences 
and the importance of metacognition and communication skills in 
transfer of knowledge

2007
John Hattie and Helen Timperley suggest best ways to deliver 
individualized feedback in the classroom

2008
David Conley sets forth the Cognitive Skills, Content Knowledge, 
and “habits of mind” necessary for high school students to be  
college ready

2016
Daniel Schwartz et al. categorize and describe 26 “scientifically 
proven” approaches to learning 

2015
Jo Boaler provides roadmap of research-based strategies for helping 
all children be successful in mathematics

http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674710016
https://www.questia.com/library/94275163/the-psychology-of-the-child
https://www.pdkmembers.org/members_online/publications/Archive/pdf/PDK_92_2/81pdk_92_2.pdf
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys4810/phys4810_fa08/4810_readings/vygot_chap6.pdf
http://et.nwresd.org/sites/ell.nwresd.org/files/u6/Overview_Cohen_s_Designing_Groupwork_Heterogeneous_Classroom.pdf
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0787908487.html
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0787908487.html
https://www.amazon.com/Differentiate-Instruction-Mixed-Ability-Classrooms/dp/013119500X
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1467-8721.01250?journalCode=cdpa
http://education.qld.gov.au/staff/development/performance/resources/readings/power-feedback.pdf
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0787996750.html
http://books.wwnorton.com/books/The-ABCs-of-How-We-Learn/
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0787996750.html
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In the Summit Learning curriculum, students can choose from an array of resources, suited to their style of learning. Supported by 
their teachers, students move through these resources, demonstrating competency at different stages.

contenT knowledge
Understanding and application of 
fundamental content

indiViduAl PaThways of leArning

What is Content Knowledge?
How do we design our schools to prepare students for life, not just tests? Students must 
understand academic subjects more deeply than a web search can provide. They need a broad 
Content Knowledge base in order to put Cognitive Skills to work. 

The Summit approach places students at the center of their learning journey, empowering them to set 
goals, understand how they learn best, and deeply understand rigorous content that sets them up for 
success in college and careers.
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LeArNiNg HoW
tO lEaRn

CoNtEnT PlAyLiStS

PeEr-tO-PeEr
mEnToRiNg

On-DeMaNd
AsSeSsMeNtS

contenT knowledge in AcTion

Students exercise choice in determining which content resources to review,  learning how they learn  best. But they are 
not alone — teachers facilitate self-directed learning by coaching and offering targeted support through small-group and 1:1 
interventions, as well as by providing extra scaffolding for students who need it.

On the Summit Learning Platform, students independently progress through  playlists,  mastering content across all core 
subject areas. Content is broken into Focus Areas — the key vocabulary, ideas, events and concepts needed to have a 
foundational understanding of a subject. Content Knowledge is then applied during project-based learning. For example, in the 
scenario above, the student is learning geometry content that she will apply in the “dream home” project.

 Peer-to-peer mentoring  is common because learning is prioritized over pace. After mastering required Power Focus areas, 
students can deepen their understanding with Additional and Challenge Focus Areas and offer help to their peers. This 
structure enables students to master the most important Content Knowledge, while holding no students back from exploring 
and deepening interests in topics that are of particular interest and relevance to them.

Students take  on-demand assessments  when they are ready, rather than with the entire class at the same time. Tests 
can be taken multiple times until students demonstrate mastery. Students have access to learning resources at all times. 
Personalized, easy-to-understand assessment data within the platform helps teachers identify students who are struggling or 
who might need additional support.
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The Science of contenT knowledGe
Three decades of research centers around the key finding that students must acquire 
and retain Content Knowledge to support the development of Cognitive Skills 
(Willingham, 2009; Schwartz, Tsang & Blair, 2016). 

Contemporary research also supports the idea that in order to meet the needs of all learners, 
students should advance through material at their own pace, be provided with the appropriate 
supports, and move on only when they demonstrate proficiency in a given subject (AIR, 2016; 
Rose, 2016).

1988
Robert Glaser and Michelene Chi draw attention to the 
cognitive and psychological conditions that enhance and 
limit the development of expertise

2000
John D. Bransford et al. combine theories of how we learn 
with best practices for effective learning in the classroom

Jo Boaler provides roadmap of research-based strategies for helping 
all children be successful in mathematics

Donna R. Recht and Lauren Leslie find prior knowledge has 
significant effect on learners’ retention and summarizing of 
information after reading

1988

Carol Ann Tomlinson collates field-tested and best practices for 
differentiated instruction in multiple ability classrooms2001

David Conley sets forth the Cognitive Skills, Content Knowledge, 
and “habits of mind” necessary for high school students to be  
college ready

2008

Daniel Willingham emphasizes the importance of background 
knowledge in the critical thinking process2009

Peter C. Brown et al. present concrete practices for mastery 
learning, like building background knowledge, based on recent 
research in cognitive psychology and related fields

2014

2015

Todd Rose proposes an individualized, versus standardized, 
approach to performance assessment in education and in the 
workforce

2016

Kristina Zeiser et al. (AIR) make case for positive relationship 
between competency-based education and greater autonomy over 
and motivation for learning

2016

Daniel Schwartz et al. categorize and describe 26 “scientifically 
proven” approaches to learning 2016

https://www.questia.com/library/99106402/the-nature-of-expertise
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/9853/how-people-learn-brain-mind-experience-and-school-expanded-edition
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0470894520.html
http://www.literacyhow.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Effect-of-Prior-Knowledge-on-Good-and-Poor-Readers-Memory-of-Text.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Differentiate-Instruction-Mixed-Ability-Classrooms/dp/013119500X
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0787996750.html
http://www.librarything.com/work/8024897/reviews/100560371
http://www.librarything.com/work/8024897/reviews/100560371
http://makeitstick.net/about.php
http://makeitstick.net/about.php
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062358363/the-end-of-average
http://www.air.org/resource/looking-under-hood-competency-based-education-relationship-between-competency-based
http://books.wwnorton.com/books/The-ABCs-of-How-We-Learn/
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What are Habits of Success?
How do we empower our educators to teach the whole child? Educators know that learning isn’t 
confined to the four walls of a classroom. But how can social-emotional learning fit into the school day? 
Habits of Success are social and emotional skills — resilience, social awareness, a sense of belonging 
— that support a student’s academic and non-academic pursuits. 

In the Summit model, this social-emotional learning is not relegated to a separate program; rather, it 
is integrated into all aspects of school culture. Through weekly one-on-one mentoring, self-directed 
learning and project-based learning, teachers guide students as they develop Habits of Success such 
as self-awareness, tenacity, and curiosity. 

habiTs of SuccesS
Mindsets and behaviors that  
support well-being

building blocks 
for leArning
A Framework for  
Comprehensive  
Student  
Development

We adopted prominent 
educational psychologist K. 
Brooke Stafford-Brizard’s 
2016 Building Blocks for 
Learning as our framework. 
It outlines 16 key social-
emotional learning skills 
for comprehensive student 
development.

Attachment Stress 
Management Self-Regulation

Self-
Awareness

Social 
Awareness/ 
Relationship 

Skills

Executive 
Functions

Growth 
Mindset

Self-
Efficacy

Sense of 
Belonging

Relevance 
of School

Resilience Agency Academic 
Tenacity

Self-
Direction Curiosity Sense of 

Purpose

HeAlThY 
DeVeLoPmEnT

MiNdSeTs fOr SeLf 
aNd ScHoOl

ScHoOl 
REaDiNeSs

PeRsEvErAnCe

InDePeNdEnCe aNd 
SuStAiNaBiLiTy
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habiTs of SuccesS in AcTion

ClAsSrOoM
GoAlS

MoDeLiNg HaBiTs 
oF SuCcEsS

1:1 MeNtOrShIp

TeAcHeR TrAiNiNg
CeLeBrAtIoNs
oF lEaRnInG

FaMiLy
mEeTiNgS

 Habits of Success are modeled  within the school environment: in adult interactions, within school routines, celebrations, 
policies, and procedures, and as part of ongoing professional development. Our base curriculum embeds the development of 
Habits of Success in all projects and subjects, and across all grades. 

Students have  weekly 1:1 mentor meetings  to set short- and long-term goals and reflect on their progress. Students also 
meet in peer groups to work on positive identity formation and receive instruction on Habits of Success. In the Mentor Group 
above, one student is making a mental note of a goal she’d like to address in her upcoming 1:1 mentorship session.

 Teachers receive training  to help students build Habits of Success. For example, teachers help build students’ growth 
mindset by assessing effort instead of innate ability. Summit educators participate in professional development to self-assess 
their own Habits of Success, develop a plan for growth, and learn how to model Habits of Success with students.

At Summit, community-wide  celebrations of learning  allow students to share their projects and cultivate a sense of 
belonging. These celebrations directly connect students’ Cognitive Skills with their achievements and enable students to share 
successes with their families. 

Students participate in  family meetings  to set goals for growth, and so that educators can better understand how to tailor 
habits to students’ cultures and contexts.
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The Science of habiTs of SuccesS
A growing body of research around the development of Habits of Success shows that 
social-emotional learning is inextricably linked to academic learning. 
Researchers find that students need Habits of Success — a set of skills, mindsets, 
dispositions, and behaviors — to succeed in college and life. Development of habits, which 
occurs on a continuum over time, is most effective when integrated into the social learning 
environment of a school and classroom (Farrington, 2012; Stafford-Brizard, 2016; AIR, 2017). 

1986
Albert Bandura reveals his robust theory on the cognitive 
and social factors that affect human motivation

1995
Daniel Goleman introduces model for emotional intelligence 
encompassing five skills, which include self-regulation and 
empathy

Elizabeth Cohen and Rachel Lotan blend theory with effective 
teaching strategies for group work, emphasizing multiple ability 
and bilingual classrooms

1994

Carol Dweck explains how to leverage mindset to better fulfill 
individual potential 2007

David Conley sets forth the Cognitive Skills, Content Knowledge, and 
“habits of mind” necessary for high school students to be college ready2008

Arthur Costa and Bena Kallick present a guide for shaping schools 
around 16 habits of mind2008

Teresa Amabile identifies the leadership traits and environmental forces 
that elicit more productive and happier employees2011

Camille Farrington et al. (University of Chicago Consortium in  
Chicago School Research) link non-cognitive skills with higher  
student achievement 

2012

Ron Berger et al. advocate for self-directed learning and  
student-engaged assessments2014

Angela Duckworth and David Yeager discourage use of evaluative 
assessments for social-emotional skills 2015

K. Brooke Stafford-Brizard’s Building Blocks for Learning framework 
integrates social and cognitive pathways for optimal development 2016

Trevor Fronius et al. (WestEd) answers questions about restorative 
justice as a favorable approach to school and student discipline2016

2017
David Osher et al. (AIR) present a comprehensive case for student-
centered, individualized classrooms and schools

https://www.pearson.com/us/higher-education/program/Bandura-Social-Foundations-of-Thought-and-Action-A-Social-Cognitive-Theory/PGM13353.html
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26329.Emotional_Intelligence
http://et.nwresd.org/sites/ell.nwresd.org/files/u6/Overview_Cohen_s_Designing_Groupwork_Heterogeneous_Classroom.pdf
http://www.indiebound.org/book/9780345472328
http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-0787996750.html
https://books.google.com/books/about/Learning_and_Leading_with_Habits_of_Mind.html?id=9lps41vfVOsC
http://progressprinciple.com/books/single/the_progress_principle
https://raikesfoundation.org/sites/default/files/SA-Rec-Reading-CCSR-Noncog-RF-Full-Report-Revision-%281.14%29.pdf
https://eleducation.org/resources/leaders-of-their-own-learning
http://www.aera.net/Newsroom/Recent-AERA-Research/Measurement-Matters-Assessing-Personal-Qualities-Other-Than-Cognitive-Ability-for-Educational-Purposes
http://turnaroundusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Turnaround-for-Children-Building-Blocks-for-Learningx-2.pdf
https://www.wested.org/resources/restorative-justice-research-review/
https://www.wested.org/resources/restorative-justice-research-review/
https://assets.aspeninstitute.org/content/uploads/2017/05/SoLD-combined-manuscripts_under-review_vF.pdf
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What is Sense of Purpose?
How can we help students connect what they are learning now to who they are and the future 
they want? When students see the the bigger picture behind their schoolwork, they are able to persist 
towards their goals when the going gets tough. Students feel socially connected, supported, and 
respected when they have a sense of belonging. They trust their teachers and their peers and feel 
valued.

We believe that upon high school graduation, students need a Sense of Purpose — an understanding 
of their interests, values and skills — and a credible path after high school for translating those 
interests, values, and skills into a life of well-being. 

In the Summit Learning Platform, students set goals for school, college, and beyond and learn how to 
connect each goal to their daily actions.

Self-awareness and pursuit of interests 
and goals

Sense of Purpose
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Sense of Purpose in AcTion

GoAlS

mArKeTiNg 
sTrAtEgY NeXt 

StEp

PaTh tO
PuRpOsE

GoAl-
sEtTiNg

SeLf-aWaReNeSs

CoLlEgE
ReAdInEsS

ExPeDiTiOnS

Students develop their Sense of Purpose through exploration of interests, articulation of values, relationship building, and goal-
setting. Project time, mentorship, and self-directed learning guide a student on his or her  path towards purpose.

Students set short- and long-term goals in the Summit Learning Platform and reflect on progress with mentors. The dynamic   
 goal-setting  page enables students to connect their long-term aspirations, such as college acceptance, with the actions that 
they must take in the short-term.

 Self-awareness  is a key building block for learning. At Summit Schools, seniors build a portfolio and present an oral defense 
for their post-graduation plans to an advisory board comprised of family members, teachers, mentors, and other key adults in a 
student’s life.

At Summit Schools, students take a  college readiness  class to learn the logistics of college admissions and financial aid. 
College admission content is woven into the curriculum and projects.

Deep, hands-on exploration of diverse subjects and fields supports a student’s self-awareness and emergent Sense of 
Purpose. At Summit Schools, students participate in  Expeditions  — immersive elective courses that expose students to 
perspective-changing ideas and people — and allow them to explore interests and pursue passions. For example, the student 
above has enrolled in the Internship Expedition, where she spends 30 hours per week off-campus working on at a marketing 
agency — an interest she developed through the Dream Home project in her math class. 
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The Science of Sense of Purpose
Learning scientists find that students who cultivate a Sense of Purpose are more likely 
to succeed in meeting their short- and long-term goals in college, work, and other life 
domains (Damon, 2008; Yeager, 2014; Seligman et al., 2013). 

Findings related to human motivation and achievement showcase the importance of students 
developing an understanding of their interests, values, and skills while still in high school. 
Research also points to the lasting benefits of constructing a credible path, based on concrete 
goals, that moves students closer to leading fulfilled lives during and after college.

2008
William Damon identifies key factors that help young 
adults to identify their Sense of Purpose

2010
Tom Rath and Jim Harter explore how five universal and 
interconnected factors influence overall well-being 

Camille Farrington et al. (University of Chicago Consortium 
in Chicago School Research) link non-cognitive skills with 
higher student achievement

2012

Martin E. P. Seligman et al. identifies three interrelated factors 
essential to identifying a sense of individual purpose2013

Angela Duckworth identifies grit — a blend of passion and 
perseverance — as key variable in high achievers2014

David S. Yeager et al. proposes that sense of purpose and 
connection to cause beyond self can improve self-regulation on 
academic tasks

2014

Carissa Romero (Mindset Scholars Network) connects students’ 
sense of belonging with improved engagement in the learning 
process

2015

Dave Lash and Grace Belfiore introduce the NGLC MyWays 
Success framework, which outlines 20 competencies for success in 
and beyond the classroom

2017

http://www.williamdamon.com/the-path-to-purpose/
http://www.tomrath.org/book/wellbeing/
https://raikesfoundation.org/sites/default/files/SA-Rec-Reading-CCSR-Noncog-RF-Full-Report-Revision-%281.14%29.pdf
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691612474317
http://angeladuckworth.com/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25222648
http://mindsetscholarsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/What-We-Know-About-Belonging.pdf
https://myways.nextgenlearning.org/
https://myways.nextgenlearning.org/
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Learn more by downloading  
The Science of Summit at  

summitlearning.org/research

http://www.summitlearning.org/research

